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Our farewell issue

Letter from the Editors
Dear CIEE Spring 2014:
The end is nigh upon us. Not to be overly dramatic, but we all can identify with
this feeling. Ever since our farewell dinner, our topics of conversation have
switched from what are we doing this weekend to when we are flying back
home. It’s a cliche, but time has really flown by. This issue is to celebrate and
remember our last few weeks here, and will hopefully be help you recall some
fond memories.
All that said, it’s not quite over yet. We still have a few weeks left in India, so
let’s make the most of our remaining time!
Not quite ready to say farewell,
Huizhong and Huy-Liem

Huizhong Wu and Huy-Liem Nguyen
Editors of Hydertales

Editors
Huizhong Wu (University of Pennsylvania)
Huy-Liem Nguyen (Dickinson College)
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a time for reflection
The semester is almost over and everyone
is planning their trips home. Before we go
though, we asked a few CIEE students to
reflect on their time in India.
Beatrice Spirakis (Occidental College 2015)

Elana Muldavin (Occidental College 2015)

Best moment from this semester?
I would say one of my favorite ones is watching the sun
set from the Tiger fort in Jaipur over the city.
That was a good day.

Best moment from this semester?
This is a really hard question! There are so many different moments that were all the best in different ways, but I’d have to say
the holiday Holi sticks out as particularly special. I got to celebrate on campus and in my neighborhood, where I met a lot of
new people and truly felt like a part of the community.

Worst moment from this semester?
Every moment I’ve spent in South Asia Diasporic Women’s writing. Haha.
What will you miss about India?
Oh my gosh, the heat. Just kidding. I’m going to miss
the people and the food. [Also] the scenery because it’s
so beautiful and it’s so different from America. Finally,
the curd and chai.
What are you looking forward to about going back
to America?
Seeing my friends and family again and Mexican food.
One thing you learned from this semester?
The biggest thing I’ve learned is how to look at things
that happen here that don’t happen in the U.S., things
that maybe we’d condone in the U.S. [I learned] to understand it from an Indian perspective. The day that the
woman came to speak with us about child labor was also
the day the group homestay had found out there was a 13
year old coming to work at their house. Elana and I were
talking, we were like “This is so immoral, this is so horrible.” But after seeing the documentary on child labor,
we thought this girl, her family would ... starve otherwise.
Maybe it isn’t that bad that she will work in a family. that
will treat her well.
Will you come back?
Yeah definitely.

Worst moment from this semester?
Some friends and I almost fell for a pretty nasty scam in a train
station in Delhi. It was organized crime, with multiple scammers
all posted in different locations telling us the same lie, which
made it more believable. Our skepticism and training on safety
and warning signs saved us, thankfully.
What will you miss about India?
The culture here is beautiful and I will really miss being surrounded by it. I will miss the food, the friend’s I’ve made, the
wonderful CIEE staff, my host family, the pace of life, and the
music. Also, I will really miss rickshaws and shared autos - they
make it so easy to get around!
What are you looking forward to about going back to America?
There actually isn’t anything in particular that I’ve missed about
America. I’m still kind of in denial that I’m leaving India, but
I am looking forward to the future in general. Being here has
helped me more closely figure out what I’d like to do after college, and I’m excited for the great things to come.
One thing you’ve learned this semester?
I’ve really learned about the importance of historic, cultural, and
political context and how it shapes present-day circumstances.
Every cultural complexity has some sort of history behind it,
and it is important to understand all the factors involved before
making a moral judgement or assumption.
Will you come back?
Yes! I don’t see not coming back as an option. I’m already trying
to figure out a time when I can take my family here, and I’d like
to come back as a non-tourist some day, too.

Henna Designs

Henna design is one of the classes offered as an extracurricular to all CIEE
students. Here are a few examples of
Jamie Namba’s(Occidental College
2015) sketches and designs
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An Intensive Democracy
By Patrick Schlee
(Dickinson College 2015)

It’s Saturday afternoon, and the sun’s
heat has sent even the dogs to seek
shelter. A few dozen students stand in
the middle of the road, tying cardboard signs to the fronts of bicycles.
The signs read slogans like, “Resist
Hindutva” or “Gujarat Not Forgotten,
Modi Not Forgiven.”
These students were part of a bike
rally in memory of the victims of
the 2002 Gujarat riots, in which over
a thousand people, the majority of
whom were Muslims, were killed in
communalist riots. These same riots,
which some have called a “pogrom,”
occurred while the current candidate
for Prime Minister of India, from the
BJP party,Narendra Modi was serving
as Chief Minister of Gujarat.
This rally was held by SFI (Student’s
Federation of India), a group based
on Marxist-Communist politics that
also seeks to challenge to racism,

caste prejudice,
communalism
and sexism on
campus. They
currently hold
the majority of
the seats, including the presidency, in the Student Union on
campus, despite
the perceived
national trend
towards the neoliberal politics of
groups like the
BJP.
But they do not
hold their seat
without tension.
Over my
semester here at
HCU, I’ve attended nearly a dozen
events held by
SFI. Through
those events, I have seen the tension between SFI and other political
groups on campus, particularly AVBP,
the campus group associated with the
BJP. These tensions often escalate into
hyperbolic ad campaigns on academic
bulletin boards and Facebook.
Usually the fights remain rhetorical,
but in some cases the heat turns up.
Members of both camps claim they
have received death threats, and that
their students have been randomly
beaten up by “unknown assailants.”
Recently the tension came to the
fore when the Student Union hosted
a talk on the controversial book “The
Hindus: An Alternative History” that
was recalled by Penguin in India for
being deemed offensive by Hindu
nationalists. AVBP held a flash protest
where they marched slowly through
the campus shopping complex while

holding saffron flags and candles and
shouting slogans.
This amount of political tension on
campus may surprise some American
students, who aren’t necessarily used
to this level of tension between opposing camps in US politics. But I’m
not surprised by the boiling tension.
Many SFI members either grew up
with radical opinions in conservative
states or in states like Kerala or West
Bengal, where Marxist-Communism
has such clout that one Bengali friend
of mine joked, “Being Communist
isn’t even cool or edgy in Kolkata,
you’re actually normal.”
Though communism is often associated with violent Naxalite terrorist
groups in the rest of India, it is not
the case on campus. SFI continues
to run the Student Union, putting on
concerts, shows, talks, and protests.
They have encouraged discussion on
the racism faced by Northeast Indians. As a group they marched to the
chancellor’s office, sat outside his door
to demand a renewal of fellowships
for students unable to afford a higher
tuition.
On the national election front, the
group is continuing their campaign
to criticize Modi for his handling of
the Gujarat state riots. This month’s
elections is particularly large, with a
predicted 800 million voters.
Needless to say, my interactions with
SFI, a Marxist-Communist party that
plays the role of both outsider and
establishment, taught me significantly
about the workings of Indian politics.
In spite of the contradicting opinions
and rhetoric, I haven’t seen such intense dedication to politics in my own
country, or even on my home campus.
It leads me to consider how this level
of dedication could play out in the US.

Saying Goodbye
At the end of each semester, the CIEE program organizes
a dinner in which all students and staff come together to
celebrate their time together and in India.

Staff members Kalyan and Raju
discussing shenanigans with students
Ben Poor and Kit Gambill.

Alec Martin introduces and
thanks his host family.
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An Enlightening Experience at the SIP Cultural Show
By Ben Poor
(Occidental College 2015)
I recently fell off my bike, scraping
up my hands and knees pretty badly.
Worst of all, I was in front of several
Indians, who in the classic Indian way,
rushed to my assistance. Just at the
moment when I wanted to be invisible
and disappear more than anything in
the world, I was not only greeted by
kindness and helpfulness, but I was
recognized. “I know you,” one of the
good Samaritans said. “The cultural
show was much better this semester
than before.”
Americans always stand out on
the UoH campus, but I’m sure we’ve
been attracting even more attention since last week’s SIP Cultural
Show. With wonderful performance
of several classical Indian art forms,
from dynamic dancing to exceptional
sitar playing, along with many more
displays of diverse ability, foreign students brought delight to their domestic and international counterparts in
the audience.
Bea Spirakis and Huizhong Wu
impressed all in attendance with their
Kathak dancing performance, an art
form known for its twinkling ankle

bells and neck breaking spins. Spirakis, coming off a foot injury earlier in
the semester, captured the energy and
grace of the dance beautifully. “We
worked really hard all semester and it
was great to have the chance to show
off our Kathak moves,” Spirakis said.
Indians agreed “the classical dancers
were very nice this year,” my assisting
friend commented.
The one group who might not have
more recognition after the event are
the Kuchipudi dancers, who arrived at
DST auditorium four hours before the
their performance to get dressed in
the cultural garb. With their dramatic
make-up, nose rings, and complicated
six part outfits, these students certainly
looked the part of a classical Indian
dancer. Featuring CIEE students Mary
Gaughan and Jamie Namba, their
performance was certainly a highlight
of the evening.
Amidst the displays of Indian
culture, the show was stolen by a truly
amazing performance not traditionally
associated with India. Thomas Herzmark, a British student with eleven
years of juggling experience, stole the

stunned the audience with his amazing
display of juggling prowess. Still, he
was not without nerves. “I’ve seen the
show for the last four semesters,” he
said before performing, “and this year
I finally said, ‘I’d like to do that too!’”
Every moment from the evening
had some stand out and interesting
element, from Shannon Gority and
Wu’s hilarious Hindi dialogue (which
I can only judge based on the Hindispeaking audiences reaction) to Tom
Natalini’s dramatic win for Best Facial
Hair during the award section. I hear
the MCs were alright as well.
So while my hands and knees may
be growing from the quickly forming
bruises on my body, the swelling in my
heart comes from knowing that we put
on an entertaining and culturally excellent event. Thanks to everyone who
participated!
Footage and photos can be found
in this Hydertale’s Edition or the
University of Hyderabad’s Facebook
for those who wish to recapture the
event’s magic in the future.

Thomas Herzmark showing
his juggling skills at the SIP
cultural show. Photo from U
of H.

The SIP Cultural Show

The SIP Cultural Show is a semesterly
event, organized by the Study in India
Program, that showcases the many talents of
SIP students, ranging from Indian classical
dances and sitar playing to folk guitar
playing and juggling.

CIEE’s Ben Poor and Katie Greenwood were the night’s MCs and helped keep everyone entertained.

Bea Spirakis and Huizhong Wu during
their Kathak performance.

Hindi students performing the classic, “Ek Din Bik Jaega.”

Jamie Namba showing off her
Kuchipudi dance moves.

CIEE students had the option
of learning Sitar this semester.
(From left to right) Sarah
Eppler-Epstein, Ben Poor, and
Sam Gardner showcasing what
they have learned.

